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THE USE AND IMPROVEMENT OF CLASS :METHODS
FOR BEGINNING SCHOOL BAND INSTRUCTION

Introduction.
The purpose of this thesis is the (l) study of the
band class methods in use, (2) a discussion of their
eff~ctiven~s~,

of

~he

(~) a~ or1~inal

attempt to shQw

~w

many

problems Qf bapd methods can be solveQ.

It shoulO. bel noted, that a

cl~;tss

students may be a group of several
of band instruments together.

of instl;'umental

or all different kinds

This study, however, will

be concerned mainly with group instruction which combines
all o:f the band instruments together.

The term "method"

as used herein designates a book of music material for
class instruction in all band instruments.

The term

"instructor'' is used to denote an instruction pook written for only one instrument, for example, "trombone instructor".
Procedure.
First, a general survey of band class methods now in
use will be made, with a study of the aims of this type of
material.

Secondly, the results accomplished from the use

of band class methods will be discussed, with comparison
made throughout of class methods with individual instructors.
The last part of the thesis will deal with specific weaknesses of the different class methods, and will be composed

I

!
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partly of written exercises and studies which would help
to improve class methods.
There is very little written information dealing with
the use, description, and comparisons of class methods for
band instruments.

~Because

of the nature of the study, re-

ferences to other

~itings

will be few, although the opin-

ions of

othe~

music

te~chers

will be incorporated as far

as practicabl(ill,
bib+.~ograp~¥ w~ll

The

most commonlT used
methods

wo~d

c9nsi§t Qf

~~ Oalifo~nia

be nearly the same

t~e n~~es

schools.
~s

~his

of methods

l1st of

a list compiled from

other parts of the United States, owing to the fact that
publishers operate on a nation--.vide scale.

There are only

about twenty different methods which are widely used, but
when it is remembered that most of the methods have .over
twenty different instrument parts, a formidable compilation
of material is available for comparison and reference.
The

~iter

has sent out a questionnaire to represent-

ative elementary, j¥Uior, and senior high schools of California, the purpose of which was to gather information from
music teachers on important questions which bear upon the
use of class methods.

The chapters dealing with criticisms

of class methods will be based mainly upon the data which
has been obtained from these teachers.

- .-.. ~

.~~--------------------------------------------~~
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CHAPTER I
THE STATUS OF BAND MUSIC IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
The problem of' starting.. and developing band players
~-

in the public schools has been subject to a great deal of'
study in recent years.

The attention given to music in

the gradual liberalizing of the curriculum has brought
abo~t

improv~d

most of' our

music teaching and music

in

schools.

~ublic

Instrum~ntal

speciali~at~on

music, except in the large schools, has

been slower to develop than vocal music •. In small schools
and rural communities, the music teacher usually nas

I

ne~-

ther the time nor the special training necessary to teach
the different instruments.

Social demand and increased

facilities, however, now demand better instruction, better
organization, and better adaptations to the needs of' school
life.

School curriculums have gradually changed to include

music and many other subjects as well as grammar, mathematics, and foreign language.

This change is probably the

most important single aid to music advancement in the publie schools.
or extra time.

At first, music was taught during free periods
Band practice was an activity which had to

be carried on outside of' school hours, if at all.

Teachers'

and pupils' time could not be wasted during the regular

I

class periods in such trivial study as learning to play a
musical instrument.

In the cities where the pupils lived

2

close to school, and where their mode of living did not
require that they be at home to do chores, some success
could be obtained by a good leader out of school hours.
In rural schools a large

percent~fge
..

ported to school by bus.

--

of the pupils are trans-

The busses arrive about fifteen

minutes before school, and leave just as soon after the
final period,
dt!cting

This eliminat@d apy

rn:u,s~e r.ehea:r-sal~

sc.pedulin~ mu~lc pr~c.t1ces

periods,

do~ble

QjJ ~;f'ter

befo;re

School IM'bn.inistrators

a~e

possibilit~

s<;hoo.l..

meeting tl::!.e

prob~~I!'l,

in different wars.

lunch periods,

"

an~

of eonof

Ac~ivity

special music periods

are among the solutions which adminis.trators are us±ns
to further the musical agti vit5.es of their students.

The

general trend seems to be toward the realization that
adequate time and scheduling must be made during school
hours.

Credit also should be given for music study.

In

cases where credit is not given, the student feels that he
is taking time from his academic subjects which count in
the office records, and putting it on something which will
not help him to graduate or gain admission to college.
1

When the writer attended high school, band practice
was held three days a week, after school.

This kept many

students out who went home on the busses.

Credit was given

for the first two years only, so that after playing in the
band for two years, players droppea out because they would

I

I
I

1 Hanford Union High School, 192?-1930, enrollment 850

receive no credit.

Their attendance was irregular, if

3

they continued to play, because a low mark would not
count against their record.

Many students were interested

in other activities after school. _..Some worked; others
were active in sports.
Schools that have not remedied the situation of
adequate scheduling have a decided disadvantage in regard
to Jll.Usie study.
Many counties have added to their school supervisorial
staff an instrumental

mu~ic

~pervisor,

whose work is to

visit the·rural schools, especially those not large enough
to employ their own supervisors4

The instrumental music

supervisor's work is the organizing of instrument classes
in the small schools.

He does as much actual teaching as

he can, and shows the regular music teacher how to carry
on the daily class work.

Many schools need only a little

leadership in the matter of organizing instrumental work.
Many of the teachers who do not feel qualified to carry
on instrumental classes and small orchestras or bands by
themselves can do fairly good work after the "treacherous"
first stage has been passedo

Anyone who has taught begin-

ning instruments to young students can realize how dis.couraging the first few weeks can be.

The teacher who is

unaccustomed to the problems thus encountered may not relish the instrumental work unless outside help and advice
is given.
The supervisor can do much actual teaching if he does

--

I
I

4

not have too many schools to visit, or have to travel too
far.
A half hour is an ideal amount of time for practice
with an average group.

--

Thi_s __must be a full half hour of

practice, and not be cut down by time spent putting up
music standa, passing out music, tuning instruments,
~g

waiting

fo~

However, if tbe
t"'J!le, there

;t;:~

slow pupils •to
sup\?~Visor

is

g~t tne1~
clu~

instruments out.

at a school at a certain

no reasop why the c_lass can p.ot be :ready

for him, so that there

~s

no unnecessary loss

or

time.

In

a six-hour day, the supervisor can easily take 6 to 8

I

l

classes if the schools visited are close together.

He.

can take more, however, by following a longer day's schedule.

This means 30 to 40 classes .per week.

If he super-

vises 15 schools, he can spend a half-hour at each school
twice a week, or spend two half-hour periods at each
school once a week.
The system of instrumental supervision as followed by
Fresno county, permits a county program and standardization
of methods.

The impetus given to instrumental work prob-

ably will show unusually fine results during the coming
years.

The small schools furnish as high a grade of mu-

sicians as the larger ones, the differences in accomplishments of the individual students lying in the better
opportunities which the students of the larger school and
community have over the students of the small community.

5

Hiring of specialized teachers.
It is a proven fact that teachers who have several
special abilities have an easier time in obtaining positions than do teachers who are prepared for only the minimum classroom teaching.

~he

Bakersfield city school

system has a teachers' orchestra, formed of teachers who
teach elassr9om subJ$cts other than music.
hietory, arithmetic,

phy~iqal educat~on~

teachers in the orchestra as well as

There a:t'e

an~

mu~ic

science

teachers.

This orchestra is developed by hiring teachers who have
had some musical
. ment.

training~

and can play a musical instru-

The superintendent of schools and board of education

are strong music supporters and are especially proud of
their teachers' orchestra.
In the

teacher~training colleg~s,

being given to
the case.

instrument~l

more attention is

training than formerly was

Voice and piano students are urged to get as

much experience with the band and orchestra as possible.
One should not misconstrue this to indicate that a
teacher should teach several branches of music because,
as far as possible, a teacher should teach only the
music subjects for which he is best prepared.

Many of

our schools are too small to hire two or more music
teachers, and to have a broad program they find it necessary to employ a teacher who is less of a specialist but
has a rather general background of preparation.

.

Often-

times several schools that are located closely together

. ~-·----

T
.

can cooperate in hiring music teachers, by hiring one
teacher to take care of the instrumental work in all of the
schools, and a teacher to take care of the special voice
work.
Purchase of school instruments.
Most of the schools have increased the budget
ances for instrl:Unent :purcllases"
cat19n and opportunitw for
ment~

and

m~s~c.

':Pl::!.e poli.cy ot tree edu-

a1~ mea~s

Instrument

~llow

~lso

manufact~ers

money for

lnstru~

have increased

the1r attention to tne manufacture of lower priced instruments for school use.

The prices on many instruments have

decreased as much as 60% owing to competition between the
manufacturers for the large amount of school business.
This fact in itself has meant a larger amount of sales to
schools as well as to individual buyers.

Many children,

whose parents are poor, have thus benefited by the use of
school instruments.

It has been my experience that many
-'

of the most desirable students
s~ficiently

~re

thqse who were not

interested at first to obtain instruments

from their parents, or whose finances did not permit the
buying of an instruraent.
Use of aptitude tests.
The matter of determining the student 1 s fitness for
musical success is one of the greatest importance.

The

success of musi·c teaching lies almost wholly in the talent
of the student for instrument work.

Musical talent can be

6
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measured quite accurately by one of the many reliable
aptitude tests which are widely used today.

The Seashore,

Kwalwasser-Dykema, and others can be obtained for a fairly
reasonable sum.
t~aining

These tests require no previous musical

or coaching of the

student~

tude rather tban mus1eal education.
den~

who ha.e had previous piano

doe~

not

hav~

an

d~velopm.ents

pre~opehestra

and others.

~n

le~sQns

this way, the stu-

or

p~ivat~

tutoring

adv~tage ov~~ t~e ~eginnin~ st~~nt~

of tP.e more r@cent

us@ of

and test musical apti-

in music

instruments,

t~e

edw~ation

Tonette,

One

is the

$ong~Plute,

These are inexpensive to buy and can be used

by children from the first grade on up to older children!
The results of a musical test should not be the oniy
guide in determining the student's qualifications for
instrumental work.

II
I

His interest should be weighed, as

this will be a guide as to whether or not the pupil will
be apt to do sufficient practicing.

The pupil's general

intelligence is also an important factor.

Unless the pupil

is intelligent, many of the elements such as memorizing
the names of notes, fingerings, and understanding of time
values will not be readily learned.
1 In September, 1939, the writer offered classes in
Tonette to fourth and fifth grade students of the Wasco
Union Elementary School. 90 students purchased Tonettes
and instruction books at a cost of one dollar each. At
the end of four months, pupils who received grades of A
or B were recommended for band and orchestra work. The
number receiving recommending grades from the ormglnal
group was twenty-five. Nearly all of the latter number
changed to band and orchestra instruments in February.
This group of young but talented students was an interesting
group with which to work. The progress of the class was
exceptionally good, considerably better than that of an
average group of fourth and fifth graders.

The grade teacher should be questioned with reference to the pupil's working ability.
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A student who does

well in his school work is apt to do well in music because
playing an instrument involves many_.of the factors necessary :f'or success in ordinary.class ...room study.

'I'he elements

of qoncentration, leadership, mental and muscular coordination, and

abil~ty

to follow directions, are all factors

which are evidenced i.n musical

Even the p§ycho1ogical
bear~ng

upon his

basbful

often~times

someone

mig~t

work~

make~~p

qual~fications.

of tne

p~pil

ha§ a

A st;;udent who is

e~tremely

is afraid to play his instrument because

hear him.

Such students, although musical,

seldom make good soloists, unless they can overcome timidity
and self-consciousness.
Use of instrumental groups for entertainments.
Most schools provide many entertainments and public
programs during the year.
called upon to

fUrnis,~

The musical groups are usually

a large share of the entertainment.

The band can probably play more different types of
programs than can the orchestra as it is more of a mobile
unit.

The band can be used for concerts, games, parades,

and is suitable for many open-air performances where an
orchestra is not suitable.
In a small community, the school band is probably
more of an asset than the school band in a large community
because of the fact that a large town supports professional

musicians who, to some extent, take the place of school

9

entertainme:m.t.
Besides the programs furnished by the school instrumental groups, the school is the

-

other groups outside of school.

n~cleus

for numerous

Many churches and non-

school organizations have little orchestras.

It usually

will be found that the players in these organizations have
been trained in school.
As an illustration of. the importance of the school
band, I will present some· figures from my own community,
Wasco, California.

The school band played the following
progr~s during the 1937-1938 school year: 1
Music for

4 Plays
3 Assembly programs

4 Footba.ll games

4 Basketball games
3 Street parades, several other

invitations declined

1 Band concert

1 County band festival
1 Fashion show
1 Education week program
1 Agriculture fair program
1 Graduation program

'2"-r

Soloists, quartets, and nuraerous other small groups
were furnished for programs in addition to the above list.
1 This number is probably higher than it would be for
many schools because of the fact that there is no orchestra
in the school at present.
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CHAPTER II
PRESENT DAY USE OF CLASS METHODS
FOR BAND INSTRUNlliNT INSTRUCTION
Modern methods of instrument instruction have proved
that class instruction is as efficient as class methods
in the teaching of academic subjects.
teacher

wo~k~

with

l~rge

classes, he

by being of §ervice to a large

~~ber

When the music
j~~tifies

of

nis work

st~dents,

The use of class methods was first tried in England.
From there it was introduced to ·this
a large scale.

co~try

and used on

All teachers do not agree upon the number

of students that can be efficiently accomodated in an
instrument class, but any number up to thirty seems to be
the usual size for band classes in California schools.
Supposing that the students learn only one-half as fast
by class methods as they would through private instruction,
the teacher of a 30-pupil class has accomplished fifteen
times as much by teaching through class work.
An interesting series of radio programs was recently

given by Joseph Maddy, one of the nation's leading advocates of class methods.

He attempted to give instruraent

lessons over the radio by working with a method in the
hand of the pupil, then having studio ·musicians play the
tones while the pupils played and followed the directions
given over the radio.

The merits and demerits of this

experiment in class teaching will not be discussed here,

-----------~-----------~·····'··~"~·~ ~C.C
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but, inasmuch as the teacher can not hear and correct the
pupil, little progress could be made by this system,e:xcept
by exceptional pupils.

Taking instrument lessons by radio

would be comparable to studying dancing by correspondence.
Let us suppose that a teacher has a half-hour each
day that he oan devote to a class of ten beginners, that
an easy number witb which to work.

be~ng

le~sons,

eac:n studetl.t

two weeks,
day for

w~le

one~half

WOl:!.ld

With individual

recei, ve a lesson, once every

a class of ten would meet every
an

~our.

S.Q~ool

There are many advantages and

disadvantages of class teaching winch must be considered,
and which leave room for differences of opinion.
One advantage of class teaching is the opportunity
for the beginner to play his instrument at school every
day.

The supervised practice, to which class work of

this kind actually amounts, allows the student to progress
faster than he probably would through self-help and
vidual practice.

indi~

He can realize more improvement this way,

and is less likely to lag in enthusiasm.

The social and

psychological aspect of class work is one of great importance.
The individual method of teaching requires a s_tudent
who is an exceedingly good worker, or one who is genuinely
musical and desirous of learning.

In other words, the

individual student must be partly his own teacher.

Most

good musicians, when questioned, will admit that they

12

learned to a great extent by themselves.

If they were not

capable of learning by themselves, they would not have attained much playing ability.

Learning consists largely of

a trial, error, and correction method, and the student,
under the individual instruction must be conscious of his
errors, and must be able to diagnose them.
the

~sieal

di~~nose ~~
wor~ing

ov car©leas
erpors f9r

st~dent~

~m~

lt

~s

In the case of

the teacher attempts to
my pelief that students

by themselves, in order to make good musical

pro~

gress, must have a higher degree of musical sense than
must a student who is working in a class under teacher
supervision every day.
Much depends upon the teacher.

The teacher must listen

to each player as closely as possible.

The group must not

be allowed to progress so rapidly that the slower pupils
will drop farther and farther behind, and finally lose out.
The understanding and technique of the slow students will
not keep pace with that of the quick students, and gradually
the teacher will find the slow-er ones watching the music
and wondering where the place is, instead of playing.
The unequal ability of students is one of the most
difficult problems with which the teacher is confronted in
class work.
In the public schools nearly all teachers have students
in their musical groups that probably can never learn to
play well.

There are two sides to the question of whether

-

T
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or not students should be required to come up to a certain
standard of musical ability in order to qualify for music
work.

The musician probably feels that it is a mistake

for students who do not hav.e.-special talent to take music
and waste their time when they might be accomplishing more
in some other

field~

Also to be considered is the waste

o;f' the teacher's time as well as that of the other members
of the class.

Every band has players who learn quickly,

and players who learn slowly.

I;f' the music is gauged

for the slow pupils, the more musical ones suffer; if the
music is gauged for the quicker pupils, the slow ones can
not play the music, and the quality of the band's performance is apt to be poor.
Some parents are glad to have their children take
music, even though they know that the children will not
become good players.

They feel that the social and recre-

ational benefits that are received from playing an instrument are worth the time and effort.
A poor music student can enjoy playing an instrument
just as much as a genius.

If this were not true, only tal-

ented music students would study music.

Talented music

students are often discouraged easily because they realize
that their playing does not come up to professional standards.

Rather than work to achieve the quality of playing

which they admire, they give up and refuse to practice.
Their musical enjoyment may come from listening to others

14
who can really play well, rather than from going through
the slow, painstaking processes of learning to play.

This

situation is one which the teacher should guard against.
The best solution to this problell'), . is to start the students
when they are young, while ·they are still enthusiastic
about playing an instrument.
tbe student will be a good

If instruction is begun early,

playe~

by

hish school ae;e; a:n,q,, i:f' he is tJ;"uly

the

t~me

he becomes of

appreQ~a1~~ve

of music,

a:n,d the school can offer him an organization worth playing
in, there will be

l~ttle

danger of his "dropping" the

instrument.
Public school teachers are paid to teach students
rather than to develop musicians.

Most teachers are ex-

pected to take the students that come to them for instruc ..
tion.

They are expected to do their best with them, even

though the students are low in intelligence or aptitude
for the special subject

o~fered.

However, an elective

subject like band provides more opportunity for both discouragement and encouragement of students than do the required subjects.
In a large school

system~

students can be segregated

according to their age or musical ability.

In this way,

the large school has a distinct advantage over the small
school.

There are just as distinct grades of instrumental

playing as there are grades of arithmetic.

The proper

grading of methods, (which will be taken up later), will

I

J

help to remedy the situation of teaching students of

15

unequal musical abilities.
I have proved to my ovvn satisfaction that students
with low musical ability can learn with an instruction
book which progresses slowly .and simply.

As far as I am

able to ascertain, poor music students learn in exactly
the same manner as good music students.
progression from eas7

e~ercises

Usually~

in the

to more difficult ones,

the slow student gradually drops behind in

t.ecbni~ue,

understanding of some particular time problem, etc., and
eventually his independence is broken down.

When this

happens, he begins playing by ear, or following the good
student who sits next to him.

When asked to play a piece

by himself, he can not do it.

Even though the nature of the subject material in
music instruction is much different from that of arithmetic or other subjects, the steps of learning are much
t~

same.

Consequently, most of the problems of teaching

music by class methods are not inherently faults in the
use of class methods, but ones concerning the grading of
materials and pupils, and the use of proper instructional
techniques ..
Advantages of class methods.
The psychological and social aspects of group playing_
are exceedingly important.

I have noticed many times that,

after a band group has been organized, it usually is not
long before the players who play in the same organization

16

become friendly.

Many times life-long friends are made

by students meeting each other, and being thrown together
in the band.

The students, as a rule, are of similar

nature, have common interests, and are approximately of
..

the same age.

In such circumstances, the students enjoy

coming to band practice because the;t:r friends are there.
A

knowled~e

iz~tion.
as~

of

thes~

facts helps in building a good

students many

time.~ br~ng

their

about starting them on an instrument.

f~iends

Qrgan~

to me and

They may even

interest their friends and their parents sufficiently to
induce them to buy musical instruments.
In dividing the students into groups, the teacher
should endeavor to place them, as far as possible, in
groups that will be congenial.
associate in clicques.

Girls, particularly,

One or two girls who are enthus-

.t

iastic about their band work can often interest the others
of their clicque in joining.
Three years ago I had an interesting experience of
this _kind.

The high school band was weak in clarinets,

so three were purchased and given to girls in the eighth
grade at the elementary school.

Others in the same class

were interested through these girls, and in a few weeks
there were eight in the room playing clarinets instead of
the three originally selected to play school instruraents.
The additional five purchased their own clarinets.

Some-

times a group of girls decide that they do not like band
instruments, or that it is ntom-boyishn.

In a case of'

17
this kind, it is very difficult to induce these adolescents

to take up an

instr~~ent.

If one or two of the group de-

cide to take up an instrument and play in the band, the result may be their eventual

_.-·

~eparation

from the other girls

and the finding of new friends--all of which may be for the
best.
The

weake~

students are stimulated by the better stu-

dents in cla,$s work. Iviany players wb.o play the 2nd and 3rd
parts in the band would find little enjoyment in playing
or

practicin~

oy themselves.

~heir

parts are important in

the band, but not so satisfactory for home use.
The group work tends to develop the players at
same rate of speed.

They have the same amount of

~pe

practice

during school time, work tbrough the same materials, and
have the same explanations, instructions, etc.

If players

have not had this common experience, there is considerable
difficulty in adjusting all the players to conditions when
forming the band.

The first few months of the school year

are difficult because the bands are not adjusted.

The

group will be weak in one section and strong in another,
and music that will be easy for the players left from the
preceding year, will be entirely too hard for the new
members.
In actual operation, all students who wish to take
band instruction in the beginning classes, do not come to
school with instruments ready to start their work at the
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same time.

They straggle in, one by one, as their parents

are able to obtain instruments.

In spite of all efforts

the teacher may make to start the class at the same time,
a few will come in late.

This creates the necessity for
·-

individual help in order to bring the late students up to
'

the level of the other beginners.
One advantage of teaching beginners by class method
is that a

q~ieker p~~paration

by selecting only

play~ng

can be made

necessary to develop tecPnique

m~terials

anq reading essential to the
pieces.

for band

play~ng

of the first band

If each player is taught by a different method

and teacher, there is no assurance that they will be ready
to start out together on a given set of marches, or whatever type of music is to be played.
This is often the case when the players are taught
by private teachers.

The pupils may have had a year or

more of lessons and are able to play many different
pieces, exercises and studies, but may not have had the
exercises which lead up directly to the band work.

The

school teacher must give the student extra instruction +n
reading and counting of time, in order to fit him for the
group work.
The problem of teaching young players how to count
time, and how to keep the rhythm with other players is
one of the hardest that befalls the music teacher.

The

teaching of time can be done as easily by class methods
as by individual methods.

Although the teaching

--

o~

------~-----------

·--

new
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rhythms must be presented through the ear, the method
used must contain enough different exercises dealing with
each rhythmic problem, to prevent the student's playing
the rhythm by ear instead o't _reading it.
that

g

By this, I mean

new lesson--such as dotted quarter notes followed

by eighth notes--should be so written that the first line
or example can be presented through the ear.

Then the suc-

ceeding exercises should contain enough of the same rhythms,
but mixed with other notes, such as quarters and halves,
in such a manner that the student can take advantage of
what he has learned by ear while being required to read
accurately what is written.
Aims.

The aim of a class method should be to acquaint the
beginner with the time va1ues, notes, keys, musical terms,
skills, and technique which he will be called upon to use
in the elementary music which will follow the class method.
This attitude of constructing the beginning method according. to the music material to follow is a sort of "cartbefore-the-horse" procedu.re, but nevertheless important.
This is one of the chief faults of individual instruction
books.

Most of them have the vague aim of developing artis-

tic skill and technique.

Few of them are

~ased

upon sound

educational pedagogy which makes them of value for school
work.
Most of the standard instructors that are used today
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are not laid out progressively in units.

To be of school

use, this is a fundamental requirement of a class method.
Much material found in the instruction books would be useless in a class method, even_ though there were space for
it.
Obviously, all teachers do not follow a beginners'
method with the same music.

This fact need not hinder

the writing of an efficient and useful beginners' method.
There needs to be a more standardized system of grading
beginning band music in order that the objectives for
class methods can be determined.
For this thesis, the results of the tabulation of_
the questionnaires sent to the band instructors will be
the determining factor as to what should constitute a
beginners' method.
It is generally lmown that there is a great difference between orchestra playing and band playing.

The

main difference lies in the keys in which the two different organizations play.

In beginning band work, the clar-

inets and cornets need to know only the first sharp key,
and the first two or three flat keys, while in

~ginning

orchestra playing it is essential to know many more
sharp keys.

There are differences of time and range, also 7

which are important.

From this, it will be concluded that

a beginners' method in order to be as efficient as possible,
should be either a band method or an orchestra method 7 not
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a combination of both, as is frequently the case.

Class methods are generally Yvritten as a combination
of exercises and pieces, or purely as a melodic ri1ethod.
Few methods of recent publicatiop. are composed solely of
exercises, as the trend is· away f:t>om exercises and towards
melodic material.
sbould
en, joy
~~

con~ist
pla.yiP-~

I believe that a beginners' znethod

of both.

Each has its advantages,

pieces :mOl"e than they do

exerci§e~,.

Students
but thef'e

a tendency to play pieces by ear, which often is

mental.

detr~~

Occasionally a piece can be used to present a

new rhythmic problem to good advantage •. Certain technical phases of playing should not be avoided just because
they cannot be written in a piece.
E. C. Moore~ in describing his band course, says,
"In planning these books, a survey was made of the easy
band pieces and of the student's requirements to play
them.

Exercises and pieces were then arranged to pre-

pare the student for playing this grade of music correctly. tt
1

E. C. Moore, The Moore Band Course,
Bb Cornet:Part, p.-z--
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CHAPTER III
SURVEY OF CLASS METHODS USED IN CALIFORNIA SCHOOLS
In a survey by A. C. Forsblad of band class methods
used in Fresno county, it Wt:l_s_f'ound that sixteen county
high school had used fourteen different methods.

The fre-

quency of' use of' each method was as follows:

Method

1

No. of'
Schools Using

Foundation to Band Playing

8

Modern Way

7

Universal Teacher

6

Groundwork of' Orchestral Playing

5

Ascher's Beginners' Band Book

3

Epperson's Band and Orchestra Folio

3

Jenkin's Beginners' Band Book and Instructor 3
Building the Band

2

Fox Progressive Elementary Series

2

Fundamentals of Orchestra Playing

1

Lake's Elementary Band Method

1

The Moore Band Course

1

Stuber's Melody Method

1

The Educator

1

1

The full titles and author's names will be found
in the bibliography.
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The following general criticisms of the band methods
were made by band teachers of Fresno county.

These were

collected in the survey by A. C. Forsblad:
1.

Ascher's

Beginners'··~

Book with 0l"chestra

Combinations, by Emil Ascher.
a.

Progresses too fast; tecbnic lacking melodic
material.

b.

Material not graded.

c.

Not good for beginners, more adapted to
intermediate use.

2.

Building
a.

~

Band, by Ed Chenette.

Not good beginning material.
progress evenly and easily.

Does not
Fair charts.

Gives the beginner too many new problems at
once.
b.
3.

Lacks melody somewhat.

Fundamentals of Orchestral Playing, by Irving
Cheyette and Charles J. Roberts.
a.

4.

Rather uninteresting in places (classical).

Modern Way Method, by Louis J. Dippolito.
a.

Contains many mistakes in printing.
not well graded.
beginners.

b.

Parts

Brass parts too high for

Needs more unison work (tunes).

Progresses by keys rather than rhythmic or
technical problems,no rhythmic problem is
followed through.

Good charts.
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c.

Brass parts too high, many mistakes in editing,
not complete, better used for supplementary
material.

d.

No illustrative_material, too difficult melodic material, uninteresting.

e.

Good material for unison work, pieces poor,
very good for beginners •

.f.

Editing poor, charts satisfactory, violin
bowing are very poor, brass books in

aw~nard

keys.
g.

Poorly edited, not carefully proof-read, mistakes in notes and .fingerings.

5.

Epperson's

~and

Orchestra Folio, by Emery G.

Epperson.
a.

Good for band instruments, not enough key
variation.

b.

Fair for strings.

Interesting material, many mistakes in
fingerings.

c.
6.

Very find, interesting.

Foundation to
a.

~ Playin~,

by Fred

o.

Starts beginner on easiest tones.

Griffen.
Progresses

from unison to harmonization.
b.

Material adaptable for beginners to learn
fingerings (rudiments), but prefer supplementary
material rather than pieces as suggested by
the book.

c.

Easy natural progression, good explanations.

d.

Not enough drill material, relies too much
on melodic pull.
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Contains misleading state-

ments .for brass; tendency to create pressure
system.
e.

Based on best professional methods, complete;
best use is with the "Un:tversal Teacherr: for
beginners.

f.

Material develops ear players rather than
ability to read music as printed.

g.

I believe uFoundation to Band Playing" to be
quite satisfactory in that there are many more
~

melodies taken up than in some of the simpler
methods.

It also covers a longer period than

some.
h.
7.

Very fine for brass instruments, strings poor.

Fox Progressive Elementary Series, by John Hawkins
and Carmine Lanfrachini.

8.

a.

Material progressively graded.

b.

Melodic material progressiyely arranged.

Jenkin's Beginners' Band Book and Instructor,
by J. W. Jenkins.
a.

Material not interesting to the individual,
pieces better suited for ensembles of intermediate grade.

b.

Best used as supplementary material.

c.

Fingerings not well explained, pieces fair,
better used .for intermediate grade.
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9.

Lake's Elementary Band Method, by Mayhew L. Lake.
a.

10.

Material good.

Universal Teacher, by J. E. Maddy and T. P.
Giddings.
a.

Holds interest in beginning for supplementary
material.

Tendency is to create ear players.

Brass parts too low.
b.

Brass parts too low and never extends the range.
Fair if used only at the very beginning.

c.

Teaches players to play by ear rather than
by notation, pieces· out of range for beginners.

d.

Material develops ear players rather than
ability to read as printed.
"'

e.

Too much folk tune playing.

f.

Simple, uses folk tunes, progresses to
three part harmony.

11.

The Moore Band Course, by E. C. Moore.
a.

12.

Interesting folk tunes.

The Educator, Book I, by C. L. Barnhouse.
a.

Needs more playable pieces.

Note.
The foregoing criticisms and connnents are taken exactly
as the teachers submitted them.

It is very probable that

the teachers did not answer a definite question, but were
free to make any statement which they wished.

There is a

wide divergence of opinions, as well as much agreement on
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the merits and demerits o! the methods.
the table on page 22

By glancing at

it will be seen that the methods

most frequently used have the most comments--each statement represents the
used the method.

commen~

from each teacher that had

There are several criticisms which are

commonly stated about most of the methods.

Significant

statements taken from the summary of the above survey by
A. c. Forsblad are:
"The majority of schools use more than one metbod."
''There exists a variance of opinion as to the relative value of methods by different band instructors."
"Criticisms of teachers show that there is a need
for improvement in the materials of' instruction."

Ques.tionnaire.
A questionnaire was sent by the writer to 70 schools
of' elementary, junior high, and senior high grade throughout california.

Most of the questionnaires were sent to

San Joaquin valley schools.
signed and returned.

There were 47 questionnaires

3 of these were not filled out

owing to the fact that there was no band work in these
schools.

This left a total of' 44 questionnaires from

which results were tabulated.

As questions asked were

rather general, the teachers were urged to write in
their own opinions and to add any enlightening material
they wished.
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The questions asked were these:
1.

Do you use any class methods for band instrUl!l.ents

in your school?
2.

Do you start all band instruments together?

3.

If not, state which instruraents are not placed

with the main group, (or how otherwise you divide them).
4.
ners?

What method (or methods) do you use for begin(Name in order of progress)

5.

What type of musical selection do you take up

first, after your band is ready to play pieces?
6.

What is the first march collection that you

use after working through a beginning method?
7.

What are the next two collections that you use,

if any?
8.

What type of exercise should class methods

stress in order to prepare players better for band work,

..

in your opinion?
9.

Do you find any particular instruments that are

hard to develop?

If so, please name, and state the

difficulty.
10.

In order to develop a band quickly, please check

which method you favor:
(a) Thorough mastery of a small number of pieces,
(b) Playing of a large amount of music, more
musical experience, but less emphasis on
perfectionc
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11.

In what grades do you favor starting band

instruction?
12.

Do instrumental pupils seem to learn as

easily in the middle elementary grades as they do when
beginning high school?

Practically all the schools which answered the
questionnaire used some class methods for band instruction.

43 answered

11

yes" to question No. 1, while one

school used a band and orchestra method.
To the question whether or not all instruments were
started together in one class,
17 answered

11

yes"

20 answered

11

no 11

7 answered "yes and no"
The group which stated tlyes and no" probably meant that

..

as far as possible, all instruments were included in one
group.

Some of these teachers qualified this answer,

while others did not.
16 did not answer the question as to how the instruments were divided.

9 stated that instruments of one

kind only were placed together at first.

Most of these

answers came from large schools, or from instructors
who apparently had plenty of time to work with beginners,
and whose teaching was rather specialized.

One stated

that individual work was used for the first year entirely.
7 answered that the beginners were started by sections.

The brass and woodwinds were taught separately, and the
percussion added to the brass or taught separately.
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7

stated that most of the group was started together with
private lessons for the follow.:.ing fnstruments:
bassoon, french horn, clarinets, and flute.

oboe,

One gave

private instruction on each instrument for three lessons.
One made the following division:

clarinets separate,

cornets and alto horns together, trombones and.baritones
together, basses together.
according to ability..

One divided the beginners

One divided into a "heterogeneous"

group, reeds and brasses separate, or Eb and Bb instruments separate.

One teacher used both types of teaching--

sometimes all instruments together, sometimes only instruments of one kind together.
The division of beginners for class work is one of
great variety among different teachers.

One conclusion

of this tabulation is to show that no absolutely workable
method seems to have been found by the teachers for all
instruments together.
The .following begi:n.:ners 1 methods were listed by the
teachers.

The number after each method shows the fre-

quency of usage.

'

'
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Mancini-Bartlett Method

3

Jewell Band Builder

1

All Melody Band Book (Rubank)

3

Individual Instruction.Books

6

Foundation to Band Playing

16

Step by Step

7

Dippolito Modern Way Method
(Band and Orchestra)

6

Barnhouse Unison Method

2

Lockhart

8

Chenette

1

Allen Class Method

3

Universal Teacher

4

Bridging the Gap, by Cheyette

1

Band Fundamentals, by Webber

1

Moore Band Course

1

Technical Fun

2

Jenkins Beginners Band Book

2

Building the Band, by Jewell

2

Transition Band Book

1

Ditson

2

Co~uunity

Band Series

Rubank Group Method

2

Introductory Course, by Dr. Chas. Lampe

1

Note.
The writer is in receipt of a letter from Frank
r.Godwin of Morse M.. Freeman, Inc., music
sellers. His
letter is dated May 4, 1940..
says, 11 According to our
survey, the Smith-Yoder-Bachman Method is the No. 1 seller,
the Van.Deusen Elementary Band Course published by Rubank
is the No. 2 seller, the World of Music by William Revelli
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No. 3, the Victor Method Book the No .. 4 seller, the
Short-Cut Band Method of Metcalf Noo 5. The balance of
the methods are more or less slow sellers, and sell spasmodically in various parts of the country, depending upon
the section and the amount of promotion work that has been
done. n
These five methods are _all recent publications, which
shows the quick moving trends in band methods.

Schools are

trying new methods from year to year in an effort to find
one which will satisty their needs.

The Smith-Yoder-

Ba.chman methgd was copyrighted in 1959, the World. of Music
band course 1n 1937, the Victor

m~thod

revised in 1936,

the Short-Cut band method in 1936 1 and the Van Deusen
Elementary Band Course in 1939.
In answer to the question, "What type of musical
selection do you take up first, after your band is ready
to play pieces?''

26 had no particular choice, but used

marches, waltzes, songs, and easy overtures together.
18 limited their choice of selection to marches and waltzes.

Of the latter group, 7 U$ed only marches at first.

Since

overtures require the use of both march, waltz, and song
rhythms, the aim of most instructors seemed to be to teach
all different types of

rhyth~

right from the first, rather

than choose one particular type of rhythm for a period of
-time.

__;.J_'f

A•
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The following march collections were named as bemg
the first used:
Douglass

1

Bennett Band Books

13 (there are £our
books o~ this series)

Vandercook

2

Contest Band Folio

1

Our Fi!'s t Band Book

1

Brockton Band Book

2

Star Band Book

4

Assembly Hour Orchestra
Collection

1

Promotion

4

I

B~~d

Book

Bridging the Gap

2

Fulton Folio

1

Jenkins Beginner Band Bk.

1

Ascher Beginner Band Bke

1

Jenkins Advanced No. 2

1

The Bennett band books Were overwhelmingly the
ite beginner march collection.
written by Bennett.

Some

o~

~avor-

There are four band books

the teachers named specific

books o£ the Bennett series, while some did not state
which book they used.

Sixteen did not use any particular

march collection for beginning work.

As some teachers

did not favor the use of marches exclusively, they used
loose-leaf material, while other teachers started their
players on orchestra metbods and changed to band work
later on ..
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Since most or. the teachers did not have a definite
choice for their second and third band books, no tabulation could be made on this question.
used a definite progression

o~

The writer has

band books with success,.

and it was assumed that other teachers would probably
have a definite program of band instruction.

Some of the

answers given to this question were:
"I work some in Senior Band on Ed Chenette's Advanced
Technique".

This teacher moved the beginners in with the

advanced players early in the school year, where looseleaf music of mixed nature is played.
Another statement was, ni use Jenkins Introduction
to the Classics now".

From this, it is assumed that the

teacher changes methods and materials frequently--possibly
exper~enting

to find better band books.

An instructor from a large junior high school said
he used "Evergreen Collection, Jacobstt,

and~~~

Chorales".

The strange part of his answer to question No. 6 was his
statement that "Fulton Folio of idelody Marchesu was the
first band book used.

Some parts of.the Fulton march

books are easy, and others are very difficult.

The clar-

inet books contain a great amount of obligatto playing,
especially the trios, while the brass parts are relatively
easy.

Books that are constructed like this are not

usually good instruction books for beginning bands.
"On Parade" band book was one instructor's choice,
"Bennett Ba,nd Books I and IIIn another's.

-----

In answer to the question, nwhat types of exercise
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should class methods stress in order to prepare players
better for band work?n the results were as follows:
Scales

25

Chords

7

Intonation

5

Rhythmic Exercises

19

Long Tones

12

Attack

2

11

Interval Studies
Slurring

3

Knowledge of Keys

3

Accompaniment parts
for Bass and Horn

1

The above recommendations for better exercises reflect
the particular wealmesses which the various teachers find
in their beginning bands.

The main types of exercises

listed in order of importance were Scales, Rhythmic
exercises, Long tones, Interval studies.

~No

of these,

scales and interval studies, show a need for technique
on the part of the students.

Long tones show a need for

better tone, and rhythmic exercises bring out the fact
that students do not read well enough.

Paradoxically

enough, all of these elements of playing are such that
they may all be developed by means other than exercises.
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Technique improves vastly with better coordination and
maturation.

The playing of marches gives a great deal

of practice in scale work and tongueing.

Tone is

largely a result of better appreciation.

Most players

do not have a good tone because of the fact that they
do not listen to their own playing and evaluate it in
a musicianly sense.

Practice, of course, plays a large

part in developing a good tone, but the fact that one
player develops a good tone in one year's time while
another takes five years, shows that in developing a
good tone there is more than practice.
is mostly the result of experience.

Good reading

As has been stated

before, explanations and elementary exercises of rhythms
and time values are not enough to make the student a
good reader.

Considerable experience is necessary.

In the survey, teachers were asked to name which
instruments were difficult to teach.

These are listed

below, and several reasons given.
Clarinet

2

Trombone

2

Poor mouthpieces, poor metal
instruments
Reach for small students

Flute

9

Embouchure, cost

Oboe

16

Bassoon

10

Bass Clarinet

1

Reed, control of tone, interest
II

II

Embouchure

French horn

10

Interest

Mellophones

7

Uninteresting~

Basses

3

Size, cost

Cornet

1

Embouchure

range in method,
poor students
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One well known band director made the

signific~~t

statement, "One instrument is as easy as the other,
providing teacher and student Jmow what they are doing".
,.,

...

Then he remarked that, ''Fre-nch horn is about the hardest" ..

My experience bears out the above statements that success
with any instrument depends largely upon student ability
gnd teache:r 1nstrtlction.
In
were

a~~w@r

to the questlon whether better results

obta~ned fro~

playing a

sma~l fupdam~ntal ~eper

t.oire, or from playing a wide repertoire with less emphasis on perfection, twenty-one voted for the former,
and fifteen teachers preferred the latter.

Probably a

combination of the two is the ideal system and the
method followed by most teachers.

The wording of this

particular question was somewhat misleading, as the
phrase

11

less emphasis. on perfectionn gave the impression

that careful or finished playing was not an objective.
In answer to the question, nin what grades do
you favor starting band ins true t ion? n the following
results were obtained:
3rd grade

2

4th grade

21

5th grade

11

9th grade

1

6th grade

4

lOth grade

1

7th grade

l

8th grade

0

physically ready

3
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One city music supervisor cryptically stated that
band instruction should start in grade X.

He said that

orchestra instrument instruction should begin in grade IV
"because this keeps the balance of·both organizations,
and gives the string players the necessary advanced ground
work 11 •

Needless to say, this supervisor favors orchestras

over bands in his school system.
In answe:r to the question, "Do instrumental pupils
learn as easily in tbe middle elementary grades as they
do when beginning high school? 11 eighteen teachers said
"yesn; sixteen said

11

no 11

•

Six teachers said that the

elementary pupils learned more slowly but progressed
farther in the long run.
Many teachers made notations to the effect that they
believed the students would not progress as quickly in
the grades as in high school, but the average would go
much farther.
This question was misleading as there are several
ways to regard it.

In teaching down to the level of the

student's age, there seems to be a majority of opinion
that intermediate grade children can learn instruments
easily if they are physically mature.

On the other hand,

a smaller majority of teachers likewise agree that the
intermediate children will not progress as fast as high
school students.

The two aspects of the question,

(1) learning easily, and (2) learning quickly, are thus
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confused~

owing to improper wording of the question.

The

results of this question will have to be discounted;
however~

it is interesting to note that practically all

teachers agree that it is better to start the players
young if possible.

Many teachers were not able to give

an adequate answer to this problem because they had taught
at only one grade level.
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CHAPTER IV
SPECIFIC CRITICISl:·JiS AND SUGGESTIONS

FOR IMPROVING CLASS METHODS

Grading of material.
One of the most outstanding failures of both class
1

methods and individual ttinstructors" is the poor grading
of material.
t~t

The necessity for grading is not so impor-

for an individual instructor as for a class method

because the teacher can

11

skip aroundn and assign the

various pages for study and practice which will best
suit the pupil's needs.

This procedure is in reality

a way of assembling the music so as to grade it properly.
A class method is used somewhat in the nature of a reader.

It should progress step by step, from one level of

difficulty to the next.

To illustrate the poor grading

of such famous individual instructors as Arban, St. Jacome,
Langey tutors, Carl Fischer, Goldman cornet methods, etc.,
imagine trying to use them with a beginning grade school
cornet class.

The high notes, rhythmic problems, and

introduction of new keys suddenly, makes them of little
use.

Many inexperienced music teachers struggle along

with methods that have this faulty construction and
wonder why their teaching is not more successful--why
the pupils lose interest and do not practice.
1 'l1he term "instructor!! is used in the sense of an
individual instruction book, paralleling the use of
the term "methodn.
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The grading of a method should be based upon the
four following points:

(1)

Age and musical ability of' pupils

(2)

Keys to be learned

(3)

Rhythins to be·· learned

(4)

Range of playing to be learned

The grading of a class method will depend to some
extent upon the group with which the method will be
used.

A gvoup of high school students can progress

much faster than can an elementary school group.

For

young students, it is necessary to use a method which
progresses slowly and carefully.

The development of

lip muscleS is slower, as a rule, With young students
than with older.

Young students do not have as large

fingers with which to cover the holes of the clarinet,
or to span the reach of a saxophone as do older stu-.
dents.

Young cornet players do not have powerful lungs

and can not progress to the high notes as quickly as
older students.

The comparison of a quick and a slow

method would be comparable to the study of arithmetic.
Even though a high school student had never studied
arithmetic whatsoever, he would undoubtedly learn his
arithmetic more quickly than would a fourth grader of
equal intelligence and willingness to learn.

Instead

of spending a year on several simple drills, a month
or two might be sufficient.

The high school student
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would know his work more thoroughly if he did take the
time to go through all the slow and painstaking mechanics
that the fourth grader went
waste of time.

throu~~,

but it might be a

He would be spending time on a founda-

tion that could be applied

to

more advanced work.

The

young student faces the reverse situation more freqqently than not.
exercises
re~dy

for

rie is rusM.d t11rougn his eleulenta.:ry

i~tQ

the playing of

before he is

i~.

He is playing in an advanced group @Jld

ban~ mus~c

trying to play sixteenth notes when he does not know
how to count quarter notes properly.

The chances are

that the fault will .not lie wholly with the teacher
because of the lack of material that is interesting and
instructive.
One of the best answers to the lack of beginner's
instructors and supplementary instructors is the set
developed and published by Rubank, Inc.

There are ele-

mentary books for beginners of each instrument, and several studies to supplement the beginner's books on the
most popular instruments.

These books sell for $.75

and less, and give a much better background for band
playing than do any of the class methods.
out in units, pro

They are laid

ssively, and develop all the tech-

nique necessary to play from the easier march books.
The procedure followed in these boolrs is one that I
approve generally, and one which should be followed in
making a new class method if possible.

Most class
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methods should contain more easy music.

It never hurts

a good player to play through easy music.

Very rrequently

I find it necessary to get one of the Rubank instructors,
and let some student \"lho has -vvorked- tr.u:>ough a class method
and missed half of his work, start in again and get a
better foundation.
The grading in regard to the keys to be learned should
follow the keys necessary for grade one music.

Supposing

that a class method contains twenty-five written pages,
I would suggest a plan as follows:
Pages 1-10

Key of Bb (concert)

10-15

Key of Eb and Bb

15-18

Keys of Ab, Eb, and Bb

18-20

Key of F, with keys previous learned

20-25

Use all keys given above and
also introduce the key of Db.

After the student has thoroughly learned the above
I

keys, the addition of one or two new tones in the scale
is a relatively simple matter.

One of the most important

points in learning to play the various scales is learning
the names of the notes.

I find that invariably the student

who knows the lines and spaces will play the sharps or
flats of the key signature better than the student who does
not know them.

It is obvious why the beginning clarinetist

will play E-flat for the higher tone and E-natural for the
lower in the example given below.

'~

--------=~~--~------~---~~~-

~~~

-~-·····~-·-·-·--·"·······-·
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If he knows the names of the notes and is accustomed to
think in terms of them, he wi

realize that the key sig-

nature calles for E-flat, instead of merely flatting the
top space.

There seems to be a little more difficulty in

teaching key signatures to the bass clef instruments than
to the treble clef instruments because of the fact that the
bass clef trombones, baritones, and basses play so much
music that is written off the staff, whereas the sharps
and flats of the signature are placed on the staff.
music of these

instrum~nts

The

is usually harmony rather than

melody, and the students do not ndtice their mistakes as
readily as they would if playing the melody.

Because of

these facts, a beginning class method should contain explanations and reminders that not only the note where the
sharp or flat is placed is affected, but also any note of
the same name.

With this also should be explanations, (of

only a sentence or two) concerning the use of naturals
and the rule for carrying an accidental through the measure
only.

The use of the repeat sign, double bar, and endings

should be briefly explained, as they are introduced in the
music.

Most teachers explain these things to the class,

but many students are better readers than listeners.

The

Rubank individual instructors are very good in this respect.

Explanations can be overdone, however;

too much

written information, pictures, and diagrams will take up
'

space which should be allotted to musical exercises.

How-

ever, such explanations as are consistent with the simpli.t'ication of teaching are excellent.

--
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A worksheet requiring the student to write down the
names of notes as well as the fingerings would be a very
useful help in learning keys.

For a small cost a de-

tachable, supplementary section could be included in the
class method.

Several short work-sheets occurring at

several different places during the course of the method
would systematize the "fingering problem11 •
be fixed as follows:

These could

Write the name of tbe note above

the staff, in the parenthesis provided, and the fingerings or number of fingers
(A)

bel~~)

(Eb)

o
0

Young players may as well start learning their fingerings
right from the start as to play for several months with
the fingerings marked for them.

The Ascher beginner band

books are notable examples of the marked fingering method.
In my opinion, learning of the most frequently used fingerings is not a major problem.
The various accidentals complicate the fingering
problem.

If beginning band music would use only one way

of writing each tone instead of using enharmonic tones,
one-half of the accidentals would be eliminated.

As this

is not the case, the beginner must learn the following
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chromatics, (treble clef),

c~sharp,

D-flat, D-sharp, E-flat,

F-sharp, G-flat, A-flat, A-sharp_, and B-flat, in the entirety of the playing range.

The names of the chromatics
-··

would be different for the ba::;;s_clef instruments, owing
to the fact that they are non-transposing instruments and
play their "fundamental" scale in the li:ey of two ;flats.
Thus B-natural would really have to oe copsidered a chromatig tone for the trombonist,
a cbromatic.

whe~eas

B-flat would not be

Since one selection calls for D-flat and the

next for C-sharp, it is necessary to teach the student both
notes.

If possible, the beginner should be taught that a

flat lowers the tone a half-step and that a sharp raises_
it a half-step.

Most intelligent students can learn that

certain sharps and flats are enharmonic and finger alike.
I follow the practice of marking
I

acc~dental

fingerings in

the beginning, as I do not follow a class method long enough
for a student to learn the chromatic scales.
It is a strange fact that second or harmony parts call
for more accidentals than do the melody parts.

The various

accidentals can not be listed in the order of their occurrenee as can the scales.

The only thing that can be done

is to teach them as they come up

the music, or have a

section of the music method devoted to chromatic scales.
The grading of a class method should be based mainly
upon the rhythmic problem.

The logical place to start is

with 4/4 time, whole notes and whole rests.

The method
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should then progress to half notes and rests; then to quarter

notes and rests.

All previously learned notes and rests

should reoccur frequently for reading and time-count practice.

Either eighth notes and rests, .. or 3/4 time should

follow.

Considerable time should be spent on these funda-

mental time values, inserting melodies in with the exercises
as far as practicable.
Although 2/4 is played exactly t;ne t?ante as 4/4 e:x:oept
that th.e

meas~e

is shorter and the

~ccents

this time signature sho~ld also be used.

sli~htly

different,

6/4 rhythm could

be introduced without any great difficulty; however, 1 t is
not necessary and probably should be omitted from a beginner
method, as it might be confused with 6/8 rhythm.
After eighth notes have been studied, 6/8 can be taken
up.

Dotted quarter notes and quarter and eighth rests to-

gether should probably be introduced before the 6/8.

An

·adequate explanation of 6/8 is very necessary if the pupil
is to understand how 6/8 is counted, both as to six beats
in a measure, and two beats in a measure.

After a pupil

has been grounded in the fact that a quarter note receives
one beat, it is difficult to make him understand that it
is possible for an eighth note to receive one beat, as well
as a dotted quarter.
Some methods introduce 6/8 befo1.. e all a breve; others
introduce the alla breve, or

11

cut-time 11 first.

I believe

that 6/8 is used in begin..11ing band music more than ncut-time 11 •
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2/4 is usually substituted for ncut-timen until the student
is fairly advanced.
The teaching of sixteenth notes should not be delayed
too long, as they are used_

.!1

-great deal, especially in

2/4 and 4/4 measure, and some in 6/8.
Plazine;

rang~.

The range of playing :f'o:r each instrument depends, of
co~se,

on the range which the players will be called upon

to use in beginning

~and

Here, a good deal of

books.

dis~

crimination will have to be made, since some so-called
ttbeginning" band books use an entirely unreasonable range.
The main difficulty for brasses is the continued use of
high notes, which exert an undue strain on the young player's lips.

This is apt to bring about playing with

press~e

and temporary paralysis of the lip, as well as a strained
tone and inability to tongue easily and rapidly.
ing range for beginning cornetists should be

The play-

~

They should learn to play two notes higher,

(F,

G) and at least one note

lower~

(Bb), but these extremes

of range should not be in general use for the first few
months.

The same range holds also for the beginning bari-

tone, alto horn, and trombone.

The baritone employs more

of a running part than the other brass instruments, and
its range should be one note higher.
The range for the basses should be:
BBb

?i

C::i
bo

Eb

"'):

I

pb

bo
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In order that both kinds of basses may play the same

t,

the BBb bass will have to practice his higher register,
and the Eb bass player will have to practice his extreme
low register.
Clarinet parts often times are written too high for
Practically all teachers advocate that "high

c"

be the top note until a fairly good embouchure
has been formed.
~he

playing

~egister

of the woodwinds should extend

from as low to as high as can easily be played, even
t.hough the major part of the music does not call for use
of the low,otes.
calls for
oboe, or

Ocassionally they

_

t

~11

on the clarinet,

-eI

-e-·

I

on the flute.

read music which

·

~

on the

Unless the beginning

i

exercises for these instruments contain these notes, they
will not have learned them, and the music which they play
in the intermediate band. does not contain enough of the
lower register for the student to learn it, without practicing outside of band on these notes.
For general band playing, the following ranges are
s:

flute

piccolo

~

0

:

oboe

Et~.~:~

--------~===~=~~~~------------

---······~--~~-~~
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Starting point.
One of the first questions a teacher asks when he
picks up a class method for inspection is, nHow does it
start out each instr1..'l.ment?" ~he starting point, in my
opinion, is not so important as some writers would lead
one to believe.

Producing the first tones on an instru-

ment, even with young students, is only two or three
weeks' work at most.
The brasses do not have a great deal of difficulty
in getting startecl.

They have some trouble at first

placing the correct tones, but that is to be expected.
Most of the woodwinds do not have much trouble starting
their tones.

The flute has trouble in producing a tone,

but, like the saxophone, oboe, and bassoon, it makes little
difference which notes are learned first.

The clarinet

has a problem of its own, for which few methods make proper allowances..

The lower register should be learned

first and considerable control of the lower tones gained
before attempting the register change.

It should be pos-

sible, however, to write a method in which the clarinet
could work in the lower re
or two months.

ster for the first six weeks

The lower register has a range of an octave

and a half, which is more than enough to match the range
the brasses would use in any beginners' method.

The change

of octaves in an exercise or piece necessitated by reaching
the upper or lower end of the range would not be as serious
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a handicap to a clarinetist as the shifting of octaves
would be to a beginning brass player.
Part of the brasses are pitched in Bb, while part
of them are pitched in Eb.

+bis is a serious problem in

making up the first part of a beginners' method because
the beginning unison work may place one section or the
other in a difficult part of the range, either too high or
too low.
The brass family, in regard to the starting tone, is
governed first by the easiest tone to blow, secondly, by
the fingering or slide position.

Most teachers agree

that the open G (concert F) is the easiest tone to blow_
and sustain, (second line of treble clef).

Higher notes

require a great deal of lip tension for one who has not
developed his lip muscles.

Lower notes require the ability

to produce proper lip vibration while relaxed.

E, F, and

A are also good starting tones on the cornet and other
closely related instruments.

The ideal situation would

be to place the beginning cornets, trombones, baritones,
and Bb basses to

ther, and let them play in their middle

register, extending their register gradually from middle
G to the C's at either end.

The Eb horns and basses should

likewise be placed together and worked on the same exer.

cJ..ses.

1

1
rt is necessary, of course 1 to transpose the parts
correctly for the different instruments. The bass clef
instruments play
concert key, the treble clef instruments
transpose, according to the key in which they are pitched.
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To divide the brasses, however, would be to defeat
the idea of a class method, the developing together of
all the band instruments.

If the exercises are

vn~itten

carefully, it will be possible to combine the brasses without working too much hardship on any one group.

One of the

first exercises commonly found in clas$ methods is the
playing in uniaon of the Bb concert scale, (C for cornet
and other 'Bb t~eble clef instrument~)~
beca~se

the C

~cale

This is natural

is not hard for cornet, bariton@s,

trombones, and most of the woodwinds.
. major part of the band instruments.

This takes

~p

a

The cornet is usually

favored when a class method is written because most bandsmen
think in terms of the cornet, (the cpnductor part is oftentimes identical with the solo cornet part).
To illustrate the hardship worked upon the Eb instruments by writing the method for the Bb instrurnen·ts, note
what happens v1hen the C scale is written for the treble
clef Bb instruments.

&-e-

0

e

Q

0

a e

Q.··

t;

0

0

z::;

-e-

b)
0

:! ~

{;;)

Q

0

0

The Eb horn has to play the scale starting either on
his middle G and going way up to the top of the register,
notes which many advanced players do not play easily, or
start at the extreme bottom of the register.
Since it is obvious that a beginner cannot play the
extremes of the register after a week or two of playing,
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the writers of class methods are obliged to employ the system of shifting octaves.

Since most brass players require

about two months or more of playing before they can make
intervals of fifths and sixths_correctly, considerable
trouble is experienced in making the seventh interval

successf'ull~:II' Thus:

;_~

c;

O
0

0

0

0

The chances are that a. beginner will play A (1-2), four
times out of five instead of playing E, which is also (1-2).
This problem is one that requires most careful planning.
The writer of a class method must be as conscious of the
relatively unimportant Eb alto horn as he is of the importa.nt solo Bb cornet.
In band music the Eb bass and Bb bass play from the
same part, so it is a good idea to wr::Lte the music in
octaves whenever it goes out of the middle register of
either instrument.

This method is used in advanced bass

parts,. so it is well to let the players become accustomed
to the use of divided parts.

The bass player can be told

that the lower notes are easier for the big bass, and the
higher notes easier for the small bass, but that each player
has the option of playing either part, whichever he prefers.
Some writers have the mistaken idea that each instrument should be started in the key of

c.

This idea can not

be used for the writing of a class method.

A class method
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should start in the key which is most
Bb or Eb.
key.

An

instr~~ent

co~uonly

used--either

can be successfully started in any

Young children seem to be able to learn the key of

four sharps as easily as the

~ey

of one flat, if one key

has not been previously learned; so the theory that each
instrument should begin in the key of C and progress from
there is broken down to my satisfaction.

If we start in

the key of Eb concert, the woodwinds will begin in the
following keys:

c

Eb instruments

Key of

Bb instruments

Key of F

c

Key of Eb

flute, oboe

Db piccolo

Key of D (two sharps)

Bass clef instruments

Key of Eb

To an advanced musician who has not worked with
beginners, it seems strange that a player who learns to
play first in several sharps or flats, (for instance, the
Db piccolo, which plays two, three, and four sharps mainly),
finds it difficult to play in the key of
that key.

c,

until used to

F-natural and C-natural, easy fingerings on the

piccolo, will be stumbling-blocks after being accustomed
to sharping these tonese
Material·based on music to follow method.
In organizing the class method, the writer should survey the field of beginning band music in order to ascertain
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what is to be required of the beginning student.

The

band publishers attempt to meet the demands of the school
band directors by assembling music which will be playable
by students who have learned_b-y class methods.

As yet,

the perfect link between method and music has not been
made, and probably can never be perfected, on account of
the varieties of opinion of teachers as to what constitutes good teaching material.

Some teachers aim to de-

velop a smooth toned, soft, band which will feature the
woodwinds, play waltzes, serenades, etc., while others
use marches and overtures and allow the brasses to predominate.

Since directors develop their bands with dif-

ferent aims, it naturally follows that different kinds of
teaching material will be desired.
showed that there was a

~~eat

The questionnaire

variance of opinion as to

the best methods for developing bands.
If a given band were to be directed and analyzed by
ten different directors for the purpose of diagnosing and
correcting the weakne8ses of the band, it is a probability
that each would pick out different problems.
emphasize intonation.

One might

To correct this, he would prescribe

tuning-up exercises, chords, chorales, slow harmonious
selectionso

If various phases of technique were found to

be lacking, exercises for tongueing, fingering, and
scales might be selected.

Marches probably would be

used, emphasizing staccato tongueing_, and precis:Lon
playing.
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I~

the tone quality

o~

the band needed improvement,

slow, melodic pieces would be used.
proper balance, the building up

o~

As in securing a
a good sense of appre-

ciation of music in each student i"s necessary.

Unless the

student knows how the selections should sound, he surely
will not play them musically.
The teacher might then claim that the playing of the
band is very good e4:cept t}Ja t the players were poorly
trained in the matter of playing with expression.

In this

case, the need of the band would be better conducting,
rather than the use of certain materials.
If sight-reading is determined as the main need, the
use of more unfamiliar music would be prescribed, and also
the use of rhythm studies.
Often times, directors correctly analyze the weaknesses of their bands, but through a lack of musicianship,
or understanding of the learning processes, they do not
use materials

whic~

will best remedy the weakness.

In starting a beginner class, the teacher looks
ahead and thinks of the elements of playing which need
to be stressed in order to better fit the students for
advanced work.

Since different kinds of exercises serve

to develop the different elements of playing--tone quality,
reading ability, technique, expression, intonation, the
differences of opinion between teachers regarding band
development are fundamental in constructing a class method.
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The rhythmic problem.
The first question which the teacher should ask,
when a pupil has trouble of rhythmic nature is:
he know the time values of the

-·

va~ious

"Does

notes and rests?n

It ;i.s surprising to find how many advanced players do
not know how many counts the various notes should receive
when playing in all the comrnon time -signatures.

In gi v ...

ing the studc-mt a. th,orough understanding of time values
an~ counting~

the teacher using a system of private les-

sons has a cU. stinct advantage.

Since class technique

tends to teach the student to gain his knowledge of time
values by listening to others instead of figuring the _
counts and rhythms for himself, young players €f;O along
for years, often-times, before learni_ng the relationship
of one kind of note to another.
With young students the writer attempted, in the
past, to explain time values in detail.

I soon discovered

that even though they learned how many beats to give to
a particular kind of note, they were unable to count correctly.

Gradually, I reverted to the system used in vo-

cal teaching--the rote, or ear method.

The result is

that my classes make three times the progress formerly
made by haf.J!'I..g the students attempt to read independently
from the start.

Students become ·adept at learning through

the ear rather than the eye, and when they are making good
progress--learning to play in the different keys, developing
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better tone;::} adapting their playing to i'it that oi' the
other students, and gaining technique--it seems a waste
oi' time to stop to explain time values.

may go on i'or several years.

This process

Then.- the players .find them-

'

selves playing more advanced music, and still dependent
upon the teacher to play over a tricky phrase i'or them,
when they should be old enough and experienced enough to
fig~e

the time out for

for this

stt~ation

t~emselves~

An excellent

would be to prepare

~emedy

~ wor~-sheet

on

time values and give this to the students repeatedly until
each student understands it

perf~ctly.

Several lectures

or written explanations on rhythm would be necessary before each student would be able to score 100% on the
worksheet.
The writer has prepared a worksheet of

11

minimumu

length to be used by 8th to 12th grade students.

It is

not intended i'or students below junior high school age,
although exceptional students of intermediate grade could
benefit from its use.

Many of the terms used are tech-

nical and would be beyond the knowledge of the average
high school student taking it as a test for the .first

time; however, ·after the teacher has gone through the
questions and explained them, the student should answer
them correctly, as well as other similar exercises which
the teacher might make up.
which compose the worksheet:

Following are the exercises
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'NORKSHEET ON TIME AND TIME VALTJES

17

1.

What is meant by

key signature"?

2.

What is meant by ntime signaturen?

3.

Give as complete an explanation as you can of the

'

term "4/4u.

"c"

4.

What is the relationship between

and "4/4"?

5.

In what kind of rhythm does a whole note take up the
whole measure?

6.

How does a dot placed after a note affect its time
value?

7.

What is the difference between 4/4 and 2/4 time?

8.

Does a half note receive the same number of beats in
both 4/4 and 2/4?

9.

What is the difference between 2/4 and ¢?
11

10.

Write the symbol which stands for

11.

If the above time signflture were viritten with numbers
it would be written

cut-time".

--- ..

12.

What is a good way to count your time correctly?

13.

What are the two ways that 6/8 time can be counted?

14.

How many eighth notes make

a

beat in slow 6/8,

fast 6/8, 2/4, cut-time, 4/4, 3/4.
15.

How many sixteenth notes make a beat in slow 6/8,
fast 6/8, 2/4, cut-time, 4/4, 3/4.

16.

Why does a quarter note receive one beat in 4/4, while
a dotted quarter receives a beat in fast 6/8?

17.
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Does a half' note equal f'our eighth notes in all

time signatures?
18.

How many eighth notes does a dotted quarter equal,
a dotted half, a whole, a dotted eighth rest, a
hal.f rest?

19.

In the following exercises, mark the beats of the measure above the note on which the beat falls.

Study

the example given and note the beats are marked
according to the note that would be played when the
director's baton set the time, or when the beating of
one's foot occurred.

If a beat comes in the middle

of a note, as the 2nd and 4th beats in the 3rd measure, place an

in front o:f the beat to show that

nxn

the beat does not fall right on the beginning of the
note.
Exa:mnle.
4/4

20.

4/4

"\
#.

(6 beats)

21.

6/8

22.

(2 beats)
6/8

23.
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u
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26.

Tell what kind of notes the following are, and how
many beats each receives in the various time signatures.
Kind
27.

d

28.

0

29.

14/4

(half-note} f 2.

2/4
2

I

I

ISc!' i 6/8
6/8
'(2 beats {6)

12/8

1

1 1/3

1 1/3

4

( 4)

I

)

30.

,.

31.

J.

('

32.

...

33.

If.

34.

~

35.

\

l'

,
After the student thoroughly understands time values

in all the common rhythms, all that remains is practice
and application of this knowledge.

A series of unison

exercises for intermediate band students, if properly
written, would be one of the most useful pieces of music
in the barLd repertoire.

The main object of these exercises

is to teach the young bandsman to read quickly, accur-
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ately, and independently, the different kinds of rhythm
most frequently used in playing.

Several rhythm studies

have been written for intermediate use--the Unisonal
Scales, Chords, and Rhythmic-Studies, by White, the
Ensemble Drill, by Fussell, the rhythm section of
Foundation to Band

~lazin&,

by Griffen, and others.

These are fairly good, but not

e~tensive

enough.

Prob-

ably the band director's hardest task is teachi.ng his
players to

~ead independently~

This cannot be accomplished

in 5 or 6 pages of rhythm exercises.

A book of 75 pages

of unisonal rhythm exercises would not be any too large.
This type of studies is tiring to the student if used too long at a time, but if used ten minutes per day as
as a supplement to the regular band re·hearsal, it would
be excellent.

It would be ideal for sectional rehearsal.

There are a number of individual instruction books
which cont;.ain good sight-reading prac-t;ice, such as Amsden
Practice Duets for cornet, St .. Jacome r.1ethod for cornet,
Klose for clarinet, etc.

These studies could not be

suitably transposed ror the entire band, or even ror the
entire section of instruments for which it is composed,
because of the extremities of rangee
cises would be written primarily for

Since these exerrhyth~

study, they

should like within a comfortable range for all instruments.

I have attempted to use rh:y-thm and scale studies

for a section of clarinet or cornet players.

In using
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parts of
notes.

Arb~~,

difficulty is experienced with the high

The solo cornet players can usually handle the

high A's and Bb's, but the 1st and 2nd stands of cornets
have trouble.

I have used the Pares Scale Studies as a

class method with some success.
works quite well.

The clarinet method

In some places high G1 s

are encountered, and as in the case with the Arban method,
the 2nd and 3rd clarinetists are not familiar enough with
these notes to keep up with the lst stand players.
The rhythm study should contain scale work, intervals,
tongueing, and slurring practice in order to build up the
students' technique as well as sight-reading ability.
A series of exercises written with all the foregoing limitations requires a great deal of skill of
composition in order to create sufficient variety and
melody.

M~~y

unison exercises written for the entire

band will not sound well on account of the heaviness produced by the bass instruments, but if the exercises are
written in this fashion, any single player or group of
players can use the exercises.

The students can take

them home for individual practice.

Good prs.ctice material

will be afforded some of the instruments which do not
have a melodious part in the regular band music--such
as bass, alto horn, trombone, bassoon, 2nd cornet, 3rd
clarinet, and baritone saxophone.

The bass and alto

horn players need more practice on scales and intervals,
since there are occasional solo passages of this kind in
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the music.

'I'his material is also excellent :for testing

either the playing ability or progress of the student, and
is somethir>...g "concreteu to work on outside of band rehearsal.
In transposing these exercises into the proper keys
:for the various instruments, some "octave jumps 11 will be
found necessary.

In cases where a single high or low note

is used, it can be written in octaves to accomodate players who do not have su:fficient lip development, as in the
following example:

Since these exercises are intended for "intermediate"
players, it is assumed that they know their instruraent
well enough to find the correct tones as written in the
exercises.
A clever class method has been written by Frank
Mancini and Harold Bartlett.
o:f nmeasured rhyttJI!ltt..

It is founded on their idea

'l'he student is taught to beat his

foot right from the first lesson and is shown how to divide the beats in each measure.

The mv.sic is marked to

show the proper position o:f the foot at the playing o:f
each note.

This method shows the.working out of a de-

finite scientific system of solving the nrhytbmic problemn.

The method makes the teaching o:f rhyth..lll the prime

consideration; all other problems, such as
tech~ique,

range~

and starting point, are secondary ..

scales,
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CHAPTER V
EXPLANATIONS FOR CLASS

~ffiTHOD

Exercises 1-61 contain only three different notes,
written in whole notes.
Exercise 7

introduces Bb (cornet part).

The key

ofF is learned before the key of C, since this places
the keynote is the middle of the range.
Exercises 8-10

introduce half notes and rests,

and one new note, E.
Exercise 12

introduces C.

Exercise 13

introduces quarter notes.

Exercise 16

is the first tune --an abbreviate mel--

ody from the "Surprise Symphonyn, Haydn.
Exercise 17
upward to middle

The range of the alto horn is extended

c,

while the range of the other brass

instruments is extended to low c.,

The large notes are

the cornet tones, the small ones in parenthesis the alto
horn's.
Exercises 18-22.
intervals with

whol~

Considerable stress is laid upon
and half notes at this stage, in

order to give the student practice in adjusting his embouchure for the correct tone.
part moves contrary to

th~

In places, the alto horn

Bb brasses.

This is done here

for the purpoae of getting the alto horn player accustomed
to moving differently from the other instru.ments, as
there will be much

or

this later

'
on~
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Exercise 23

The C scale for alto horn; F scale

with octave jump for Bb brasses.
Exercise 24

The C scale for cornet; introducing

B-na.tural for the first time,; G scale with octave jump
for alto horn.
Exercise 25

Additional intervals.

Exercise 26

11

harmony.

Abide with Me" written in 2-part

vrnen familiar songs are used, they should be

written according to popular usage rather than the original or "historical" version.

Beginning players will

always play a song the way they sing or whistle it rather
than read 'it as written.

Harmony should be written in

the same rhythm as the melody as much as possible unless
there is some particular reason for writing it differently.
Exercise 27
of a bass part.

Another 2-part song with the addition
Fingerings of new notes such as D-sharp,

F-sharp, and C-sharp in Ex. 26, should be marked.
Exercise 30

r:l.'his song emphasizes B-natural in both

the melody and harmony parts, as the tendency, so far,
will be to play Bb.
Exercise 31

11

Lightly R.own, written in duet form,

with added bass.
Exercises 32-34
Exercise 35

11

Introduce 3/4 time, also the tie.

Soft Musicn with melody in bass part,

afterbeat accompaniment in
Exercise 36

sop~ano

parts.

Unison the f'irst half'; duet the last.,

Exercise 37

A variation of nJolly Farmer 11 , w-ritten
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bass, and accompaniment in top

in 4/4 with melody
voices.
Exercises 38-39

Chords.

used for the first time.
Exercise 40-44

·~

Four.. and five-part harmony

-·

Repeat sign introduced.

Eighth notes in unison.

Exercise 45

nLong, Long, Agon written in unison.

Exercise 46

Additional eighth notes using C-scale.

The exercise will be named according to the key used for
the individual part.
Exercises 47-48

Dotted quarter notes, followed by

eighth notes.
Exercise 49

rtAmerica 11 , written in unison.

This

piece could be harmonized without being too difficult;
however, each player likes to play the tune to America.
Later on there will be ample opportunity for playing harmony parts.
Exercise 50

Additional eighth notes.

Exercises 51-52
"Auld Lang Syne 11 , and
Exercise 53

Two songs using dotted eighths,
11

The First Noelt'.

"Song of Love 11 fully arranged, with

bass, horns, and trombones furnishing 3/4 rhythm.
Exercise 54

nA.:tnerica the Beautifuln in unison ..

Range

of Bb instruments extended upward to E.
Exercise 55

A review exercise with quarter rests and

notes, hal:r rests and notes mixed together for count;ing
practice.
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Exercises 56-59
phasis on eighth
Exercise ·60

Additional eighth notes, with em-

rests~
11

Welcome,

t Springtime", using eighth

rests.
Exercises 61-62

Unison'songs using eighth. rests on

the beat.
Exercise 63

F Scale.

Exercise 64

PTA song, fully harmonized.

Exercise 65

Additional eighth notes and rests.

Exercise 66-67

Eighth note accompaniment.

Exercise 68

11

Exercise 69

Bb scale.

0ver Theren, harmonized.

Before 6/8 time is introduced, a careful explanation
should be given of the time values.

Since the major part

of 6/8 music for the beginner will be played two beats
per measure, emphasis should be laid upon this tempo rather
than on six beats per measure.

Although the counting of

6/8 time is vastly diff~rent from that of 4/4 time, 6/8
seems to be an easy and natural rhythm, and one which students pick up readily.

Marches are played two beats per

measure, and with the bass and drums playing, it is fairly
easy to divide the measure into two par'cs.

Students will

play correctly such examples as the following without understanding the time values:

~t=H! t If 1 .

&i ~i tf~rl ~-2

I
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Exercise 70-71

6/8 time, continuing the key o·f:" Bb ..

Exercise 72

Hymn written in 4 parts (6/8) ..

Exercise 73

Eighth and quarter rests, (unaccented)

in 6/8 time.
Exercise 74-75

11

Three eighth notes written on one beat.

Exercise 76

Quarter note followed by eighth note.

Exercise 77

nPop Goes the Weaselu in unison, high

G11 introduced ..
Exercise 78

in march style.

Trio to uNew Colonialu, fully harmonized
The key of C is used rather than the ori-

ginal key ofF to avoid the high G's.

,

Exercise 79

"o

Exercise 80

nsilent Night 11 , harmonized.

Exercise 81

G scale.

Exercise 82

ncome Thou Almighty Kingn, harmonized ..

Exercise 83

"Hark the Herald Angels Singn, harmonized.

Exercise 84

Eb scale ..

Exercise 85

ncut-timen, {alla-breve), using key of Eb.

Come All Ye Faithfultt

harmonized.

This series o:f graded exercises should enable a you.ng
band of average 5th and 6th grade students to progress to
the easier march books such as Vandercook or Jewell Junior
March Book.

The students can not be expected to sight-

read these march-books which follow, but they will do better,
I am sure, than they would after using most of the class
methods now in current use in schools.
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A CLASS METHOD FOR BEGINNING BANDS
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Half Notes--Half
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